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The function u(x, y) is said to be harmonic throughout a two-dimensional

continuum T in the (x, y)-planef if it is continuous, has continuous first and

second partial derivatives, and satisfies Laplace's equation

d2u     d2u

W äF + 3?-0
at every point of T. In this case it is well known that u is analytic throughout

T, that is, it can be developed about every point of T into a double power-

series. The main object of the present note is to determine the region of con-

vergence of this double series.\ For the sake of comparison I have also con-

sidered the simple series obtained from it by grouping together the terms of the

same degree. In order to avoid a possible misunderstanding, I make the explicit

statement that a double series shall be regarded as convergent when and only

when every simple series into which its terms can be rearranged converges.

According to this convention, every convergent double series is absolutely

convergent.

The main results of this paper are recapitulated in § 3. Attention may also

be called to the result stated at the close of § 1.

1. The double power-series. We approach our problem from the side of

the Cauchy-Kowalewski existence theorem. Let f(x) and fx(x) be two func-

tions analytic when x = 0, and denote by F0 and Fx the radii of convergence

* Presented to the Society October 25, 1902, and subsequently further developed. Cf.

Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society , series 2, vol. 9 (1903), p. 186-7, and

Osgood, Funktionentheorie, vol. 1, p. 575.

t By a two-dimensional continuum I understand a connected region of the plane every point

of which is an internal point. Throughout this note only real quantities are considered except

where the contrary is explicitly stated.

X The only investigation of this question with which I am acquainted is contained in Picakd'b

Traité d'Analyse (1st or 2d edition), vol. 2, Chapter 1, § 14. It is there shown that if R is the

distance from any point ( x0, y0 ) of T to the nearest point of the boundary, the development

abont ( x0, j/0 ) converges throughout the square

\x-x„\<hR,      \y—ya\<\R.

The present note shows that this is in reality only a portion of the region of convergence.
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272 M. bôcher:   power-series [April

of the developments of these functions about the point x = 0. If we denote by

F the smaller of these two quantities, we may write

fo(x) = ao + aix + <*»**+ ■■■
(\x\<K).

f(x) = b0+bxx + b2x2 + ---

Let us now try to find in the neighborhood of the origin a solution of (1)

which satisfies the auxiliary conditions

(2) u]i)=0=f0(x), ~]      =/,(*).

Suppose that u is written as a double power-series in (x, y) with undetermined

coefficients, and let us try to determine these coefficients in such a way that (1)

and (2) are satisfied. If we arrange the double power-series according to

powers of y, the first two terms will be uniquely determined by conditions (2),

and we may write

(3) u(x, y) =f(x) +f(x)y +f2(x)y2 +-■■

where f2(x), f3(x), ••■ are power-series in x with undetermined coefficients.

Substituting this series in (1), we readily find the formula?

(— 1 )»
Án(x) — 7'2n) ffo* (x)

(n=l,2,3,..).

We thus see that there is only one double power-series in (x, y) which even

formally satisfies (1) and (2). This series we will call S. When rearranged

according to powers of y, the series S becomes *

(4) ̂+^-^V-4^+^^-^V- ■-
If we write

Fo(x)=\ao\ + \ai\x+\a2\x2+---
u*i<jn,

Fx(x)=\b0\ + \bx\x + \b2\x2+.-.

we readily see that a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of

S at a point (x, y) neither of whose coordinates is negative is the convergence

of the two series

(5) j;(,) + £^ + £Ç{5V+...,

(6) Fi(X)y+^(£>f+Fn?)v>+....

*The regions of convergence of S and (4) are, in general, different. Wherever S converges,

(4) converges, but the converse is not necessarily true.
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Let us also write

*(«)= f Fx(x)dx.

Since F0(x) and 3>(a;) are analytic in the complex x-plane throughout the

circle | x \ < F, we see by the Cauchy-Taylor theorem that the developments

F0(x + y) = F0(x) + F'0(x)y + F^¿fiy2 + ...,

<P(x + y)=<S>(x) + Fx(x)y + —jffV + • • •»
are valid when x and y are real and

0 = x<F,        0 = y<F-x.

Consequently, for these same values of (x, y) the series (5) and (6), and

accordingly also the double series S, converge. From the well known property

that a double power-series has a region of convergence which, except possibly

for boundary points, is symmetrical with regard to the coordinate axes, we now

infer that the series S converges throughout the square

\x\ + \y\<F.

In order to see whether we have thus determined the complete region of con-

vergence of S, let us first confine our attention to positive (not zero) values of x

and y. Let (a;0, yf) be any point whose coordinates are both positive and such

that x0 + y0~> F. We wish to prove that S does not converge at (x0, y0).

For this purpose we consider two cases :

(a) x„ < F. We make use here of a theorem given by Hadamard,* which

says:

If a power-series in x with real non negative coefficients has a radius of con-

vergence F > 0, the analytic function represented by this series has a singular

point at x = F.

Applying this theorem to the developments of F0(x) and <í>(a:) about the

point x = 0, we see that these functions have singular points at x = F0 and

x = Fx respectively. Considering first the function F0, we see that F0(x0 + y)

has a singular point at the point y = F0 — x0. Since F0(x0 — y) is analytic

at this point, the function

nFo(Xo + y) + K(x0-y)]

has a singular point at y = F0 — x0. The development of this function accord-

ing to positive integral powers of y cannot then converge when y > F0 — x0.

* La Série de Taylor, p. 20-21. The restriction there made to positive coefficients is not neces-

sary as an examination of the proof shows.
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This development is precisely what the series (5) becomes when x = x0.    Con-

sequently (5), and hence also S, does not converge when x = x0, y > ÜT0 — x0.

Similar reasoning applied to the function

i[®(x0 + y)-®(x0-y)]

shows that (6), and consequently S, does not converge when x=x0, y~> Fx—cc0.

Since y0 satisfies at least one of the inequalities

y<>>Ko-xa,        y0>Fx-x0,

we thus see that S does not converge at (x0, y0).

(b) x0 = F.    If S converged at (x0, y0), it would converge throughout the

rectangle

0<a;<a;0,        0<y<yo.

Within this rectangle we could obviously choose a point (x'0, y'Q) such that

<X*;<ir,        0<y'0,        x'0 + y'g>F.

The convergence of S at this point is in contradiction with what we have proved

under (a).

We have thus proved that if

:Bo>0'        2/o>°»        x0 + yg>F,

the series S does not converge at (x0, y0). From this we infer, on account of

the symmetry of the region of convergence of a double power-series, that if neither

xQ nor ya is zero and

W + kl>^»
the series S does not converge at (xQ, y0). Thus we see that the complete

region of convergence of S is the interior of the square

|a:| + |y|<^r

with possibly some (or all) points on its boundary, and possibly some (or all)

points outside of it on the two coordinate axes. Since on the coordinate axes

the double power-series reduces to a simple power-series, it is clear that the

interval of convergence on each coordinate axis extends out the same distance

from the origin in the two opposite directions, and that beyond the points thus

reached we have divergence. At each one of the four points which terminate

the intervals of convergence on the coordinate axes we may of course have con-

vergence or '''vergence.

Before going on to other matters, we will note that the results so far obtained

hold without change for the differential equation

d2u     dhi _

dx2 ~ dy2 "   '
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practically no modification being required in the proofs. In this case the region

of convergence of the double power-series is bounded by characteristics of the

differential equation.

2. The series of homogeneous polynomials. Let us now rearrange the

double series S into a simple series P whose terms are homogeneous poly-

nomials in (x, y) of ascending degrees. It is clear that the terms of P are

themselves solutions of Laplace's equation, and since it is well known, and

easily proved, that every homogeneous polynomial of the nth degree in (x, y)

which satisfies Laplace's equation may be written in the form

(A cos nd + B sin nd)rn,

where

r = Vx2 + y2,        tani9 = ^,

it follows that the series P may be written in the form *

oo

P u(x, y) = ^2(An cos nô + Bn sin n0)ra.
n=0

Since this series has been obtained from S by a rearrangement of the terms

and an insertion of parentheses, we see that P converges wherever S converges.

We shall presently find that it also converges elsewhere.

For this purpose we first establish the

Lemma. If when r = r(l the series P converges for a continuous range of

values of 0, however short, it converges absolutely for all values of 6 when

r < r{), and if r'u is any positive constant less than r0, it converges uniformly in

(x, y) when r <r'0.

Proof. From the convergence of the trigonometric series P when r = r0

for a continuous range of values of 6, we infer by a well known theorem of

G. Cantor f that the coefficients

Ar",        B r"n

approach zero as n becomes infinite. Let us denote by M the maximum of the

absolute values of these coefficients. The terms of P are then readily seen to

be in absolute value not greater than the corresponding terms of the series

and since, when r < r0, this series converges, it follows that P converges abso-

lutely when r <r0,

* The coefficients here may readily be determined to have the values

.   _ „ _K-i
An — fl» , -Du — '

n

t Mathematische Annalen, vol. 4 (1871), p. 139.
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An obvious modification of this proof shows that P converges uniformly when

*■<*•,•

From the lemma just proved we infer at once that throughout the circle

r <.F the series P converges absolutely, and that throughout any smaller circle

which has the origin as center it converges uniformly ; * for if r0 is any positive

constant less than F, we can always find on the circle r = rQ an arc lying within

the square \x\ + \y\ <.F, and on this arc the series S, and therefore also P,

converge.

If the series P converged throughout a continuum lying outside of the circle

r < F, we see, by an application of our lemma, that it would converge uniformly

throughout a circle of radius F' > F. By a theorem of Harnack according

to which a series of harmonic functions which is uniformly convergent through-

out a two dimensional continuum can be differentiated term by term, du/dy

could then be obtained when r < F' by differentiating P term by term. If in

this series, and also in P itself, we let y = 0, we should get two power-series in

x which are convergent when |a;¡ < ÜT, and which, when \x\ <F, have the

values/^») &ndfa(x) respectively. They have therefore by hypothesis the

radii of convergence Fx and F0 respectively, at least one of which is less than

F'. Thus the assumption that P converges throughout a continuum outside

of the circle r = F leads to a contradiction.

If on each ray which radiates from the origin O we lay off a distance OQ,

either finite or infinite, the totality of all the points on the segments OQ, exclud-

ing the points Q themselves, may be called a star with O as center. The points

Q may be called the vertices of this star. It is then readily seen that the complete

region of convergence of any series whose terms are homogeneous polynomials

in (x, y) is a star with O as center together with perhaps some or all of its

vertices. For on any particular ray (except on the rays x = 0) we may write

y = Xx, where X is a constant, and when this value of y is substituted, the series

becomes a power-series in x. This reasoning in fact shows that the star in ques-

tion is symmetrical with regard to the origin. Except possibly at the vertices

of the star, the convergence will be absolute.

Turning now to the series P above considered, we see that all the rays of its

star will reach out at least as far as the circumference of the circle r = F, so

that this circle forms, so to speak, a solid nucleus of the star. Outside of it the

rays do not completely fill any sector however narrow and short. Simple exam-

ples f show that there may be even an infinite number of these external rays

'These facts oan readily be deduced without making use of Cantor's Theorem by reference

to the values of An and Bn given in the first footnote in this section,

t For instance, the series
m

S r^sin (n.'ö)
n=l

obviously converges when r < 1.    By Cantor's Theorem it does not oonverge for any continu-
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issuing from every arc, however short, of the circle ; and that some or all of

these rays may even extend to infinity.

A question of fundamental importance, at which we have not yet looked, is

whether the series S and P represent harmonic functions throughout the whole

continuum where they converge. This question is of course to be answered in

the affirmative in the case of S, since a power series which converges through-

out a continuum can always be differentiated there as often as we please, term

by term. In the case of P it is also to be answered in the affirmative, since by

Harnack's Theorem a series of harmonic functions uniformly convergent

throughout a two dimensional continuum represents a function harmonic through-

out this continuum.

If S converges on rays which project from the extremities of the horizontal

diagonal of the square | x | + | y | < F, the function represented by S need

not be the analytic extension of the harmonic function within the square,

since the function fx(x) may have a singular point at the point x = + F or

x = — F, and this function is equal to the value of du/dy on the horizontal

diagonal of the square. Similar reasoning applies to the vertical diagonal. If,

however, u admits of analytic extension along a two dimensional strip surround-

ing any one of these four rays, this analytic extension, so far as its values on

the ray itself are concerned, will clearly be given by the series S if this series

converges on this ray.

Since at points on the sides of the square, which are not vertices, u is harmonic

and is represented by the series F, it is evident that if S converges at any such

point it represents u there.

Precisely similar results hold with regard to the series P and the rays which

project from the circle r = F, as we see by turning the coordinate axes.

Turning finally to another question, we note that if the harmouic function u

is extended analytically so far as possible, and if F denotes the distance from

the origin to the nearest singular point of u, it follows readily either by the use

of Poisson's Integral (cf. Picard, loe. cit.) or by an application of the Cauchy-

Taylor development of the analytic function of which u is the real part, that u

can be developed into a series of the form P which converges throughout the

circle r < Ä. Since two developments of the form P for one and the same func-

tion are impossible,* it follows that P itself converges when r <i?.    It can

ous range of values of 8 when r = 1. When 8 is any rational multiple of n, all the terms in

the series after a certain point are zero, and hence the series, for these values of 6 everywhere

dense, converges for all vaines of r.

* We use here the easily established theorem : If the series

íi + fi +#»+•'• i

where <pn is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in ( x, y ), converges to the value zero at all

points of a sector
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obviously converge in no larger circle, as otherwise u would be harmonie through-

out this larger circle.    Consequently we have F= P.

3. Recapitulation of Results. We are now in a position to recapitulate

our main results as follows :

If u(x, y) is a function harmonic throughout the neighborhood of the point

(xQ, yQ), and if, when this function is continued analytically,* the distance from

(x0, y0) to the nearest singular point of u which lies in the same sheet of the

Riemann's Surface generated by the analytic continuation in which (x0, yf) lies

is F, then

(a) The Taylor's development S of u(x, y) about (xa,yf) converges through-

out the square

£ \x-xA + \y-yA<K\

(6)t The development of u(x, y) in a series P proceeding according to

homogeneous polynomials of ascending degrees in x — x0 and y — ya converges

and represents u throughout the circle

H V(x-xJ + (y-yf)2<F;

(c) The series S converges throughout no continuum which does not lie in ]T,

and P converges throughout no continuum which does not lie in H ;

(d) The only points outside of X where S can converge are, first, points on

the boundary of £, and at these it represents u (except at the vertices of £ in

case u is not defined there) ; and, secondly, points on the lines x = xQ and y = y0,

at which it may or may not represent u.

(e) The complete region of convergence of P is a star having (x0, y0) as

center, and perhaps some or all of its vertices. At the points of this region

outside of II the series P may or may not represent u. It will represent it at

every point of the region to which a rectilinear analytic extension from (x0, y0)

is possible.

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
February 5, 1909.

where 02 > t)x, p > 0, then all the polyuomials <p vanish identically. This is at once obvious if

we write y = Ax and thus express the series as a power-series in x whose coefficients are poly-

nomials in A.

*In the following statements u is supposed to be defined only at the points reached by this

analytic continuation. Thus the region of definition of u is a continuum whose boundary points

are the singular points of «.

tThe fact here stated is, of course, well known, and is restated here only for the sake of

completeness.


